This answer has been evaluated by the expert team at Chahal Academy
Hello Aayush, Greetings of the day
Dear student, You have written a decent answer.
But you need to enrich your content.
At the same time, we appreciate your efforts in improving your answer
writing.
Please maintain the same consistency to reach good heights.
All the Best!

Grading Box:
Question demand
Content
Structure
Presentation
Handwriting
Language competency
Word limit
Time Management

B
B
B
C
C
B
B
B

A= Excellent, B= Very Good, C= Good, D= Average, E= Below Average.

Note: The grading is indicative not to be taken as actual marking.

INTRODUCTION
 Dear Aayush, You have written a decent intro.

BODY
What you have done and what should have been done:
 Answer Demand:
o You have met the question’s demand.
 Your answer addressed the demands of the questions.

o Regarding the challenges to India’s fiscal growth:
 You have written decent points.
 But write more dimensions.
o Regarding the way-forward:
 You have written decent points.
 But you need to write more dimensions.

 Content:
o Your content is decent.
o Your content is up to the mark.

 Concept Clarity:
o You have a decent command of the topic, please enrich it.

 Structure:
o You have decent structuring skills & keep on improving it & making
it more appealing.

 Presentation:
o Your presentation needs to be impressive.

 Word limit:
o Though You have not breached the word limit.
o please keep in mind that breaching the word limit would lead to a
penalty.

 Time management:
o You have taken more than the prescribed time limit. Please reduce it.
o Taking more than the prescribed limit will have an impact on
subsequent answers, so try to write a decent answer within the time
limit.


Language competency:
o You have a good language command, please focus on improving it.

CONCLUSION
You have written a decent conclusion.
Good luck to you!
(please check the answer module which will be uploaded at 9 pm)

